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ABSTRACT

In the framework of the minimal quantization method, the residual "longitudinal" vacuum
dynamics of the Abelian gauge field, that is described by a new pair of canonical variables, is
revealed This dynamics is shown to give origin to the 0-vacuum, thus providing a field analogy of
the Joscphson effect The destructive interference of the topological phases - that the fermion fields
are shown to acquire - is considered as a reason for the charge screening in the two-dimensional
massless QED.
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Introduction

The description of fundamental particle interactions with the

help of the gauge fields makes use of the local symmetrise of the

systems under consideration providing to some extent a subsidiary

role for their global symmetries though the significance of the

latter is by no weans convincing. An important point here is the

correct representation and understanding of the global features in

the quantized theory that concerns the quantization procedure

chosen. Minimal quantization method based on the explicit solution

1 2 3
of the constraint equations ' ' , takes into account the vacuum

state global symmetries, topological properties of the gauge field

configuration space etc. in a natural and physically reasonable

way.

In the present paper we would like to illustrate this

statement by the example of some two-dimensional gauge models. In

the first section the residual "longitudinal" vacuum dynamics of

the Abelian gauge field is discussed. In this context a new point

of view on the 6-vacuun origin and some consequences for the scalar

fields are considered in the second section. The interference of

the topological phases the fermion fields are shown to acquire is the

subject of the third section. Finally, some concluding remarks

complete this paper.
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J. Topological vacuum dynamics of the Abelian gauge field

Let us consider the free electromagnetic field in two-

dimensional space-time

, J1,V ~ 0,1 (1)

from the position of the minimal quantization.

On the explicit solution of the constraint equation (the

equation of motion for the component A )

QS
= 0 A - d.d A.,

Lagrangian (1) simply vanishes, which reflects the absence of

transverse degrees of freedom in two dimensions. In minimal

quantization method solution (2) should be used for defining the

functional which performs a transition to physical (transverse)

variables

v[A] =

In terms of such variables

= exp {"

,-1

Lagrangian can be formally rewritten as

= 0

(3)

(4)

(5)

However, the transverse variable A. [A] la still not properly

defined because of a possible nontrivial zero modes of the inverse
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operator in eq.(2), hence, in definition (3). With homogeneous

equation solutions taken into account we get for A

0. M(x) - 0

This modifies both functional (3)

v[AJ —* vCAJ mix) = v MJ, m(x) = exp(-iX ) ,

where for convenience we have taken M(x) in the form

M(x) = 1 dQ\(x),

and the transverse variable At [AJ

A^fAJ - v[AJm(x)(A_l
, - 1

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

As there are no sources in the space, the phase m(x) must have

no singularities that has to be reflected by the boundary

conditions needed for solving eq.(6). Putting

lim H(x) = 0,
x —> ±»

we obtain only trivial solutions and turn back to Lagrangian (5).

However, boundary condition which ensures the coincidence of

T T \
functionals A. [AJ and A, ' (AJ at the space boundaries, i.e.
condition on the phase m(x).

lim
x

m(x) = J, (10)

leads to a completely different situation. Condition (10) provides

for eq.(6) a family of solutions m (x) with functions

which the following relation takes place

iJ^ix = » ; - X.nCjr = -o>) = 2ln, n € IN

for
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Phase factor m(x) with boundary condition (10) defines a map

of the space R( 1) onto the group manifold 0(1) which is

characterized by an integer n - the degree of mapping. Thus, gauge

fields are divided in topological classes with respect to the value

of n, their configuration space obtaining the topology of a ring as

HA(U(1)) = 2 (11)

In such a theory the existence of constant vacuum electric

fields without any external sources is possible due to a purely

quantum effect which may be considered as a field analogy of the

Josephson effect. Remind that it consists in the existence of un-

damped currents as a result of the inhomogeneity of the wave

function phase (for example, the phase shift of the electron wave

function in a superconducting ring arround a thin solenoid

<Pfx + 2S.R) = exp(iQ) $(x),

where R is the radius of the ring and 6 is the phase shift).

In the theory of interest an analogous condition on the gauge

field wave function takes place

* M ( n + 1 ) (x)3 = tixp(iB) ®[A{n) (x)3 (12)

because the points J ^ ™ * , A^Z) A^{n)

,-r[A] x (13)

in the noneimply connected gauge field configuration space are

physically identical.

It is easy to get convinced that condition (12) gives rise to

a nonvanishing constant vacuum field without any external sources.

Let us consider the Schrodinger equation

-5-

I i f dx E 2 « = 6*.
. 1 e
B =

Its solution which is invariant under topologically trivial

gauge transformations (with n - 0)

d^S 9=0,

is a plane wave

9 = *xP { -1 p MA] }, p = ̂  (14)

with respect to the variable N[A]

N[A3 = -4 [A(x)3, (15)

the latter being covariantly transformed under topologically non-

trivial gauge transformations (13)

MA. T(r»>

and representing by itself a continuous generalization of the

Pontryagin index

V = j | J dx E^VF J = J dxQ doMA3 = MA]^ - MA],

The variable N is a new topological variable in the theory

which describes the residual "longitudinal" dynamics of the Abelian

gauge field in two-dimensional space-time with an action

)2

top
;, 2 (16)
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-p'
where

2

and a finite energy density

6 1 , e

As it follows from (16), topological variable N has no

consistent classical interpretation. However, classical approxi-

mation in such a theory is unacceptable because the validity of

quantum theory is expanded over the entire space volume V ( _ I ).

This observation strongly fixes the infrared regularixation to be

removed at the end.

Quantization of topological action (16) is straightforward

: 'NJ, (p,NJ = i

and the topological Momentum spectrum is easily obtained when the

equivalence of the states

< P | N > = oxpf-ipN} and < p \ N+n > = »xp{-ip(N-m)J

is taken into account. The real state represents itself a Bloch

wave - an average over this degeneration with a weight exp(idd):

N > = Jim

• (
0,

exp(lHd) exp{-ip(N+n)} =

p = 2lk + 6

p * 2tk + 6

k = 0, ±1. ±2 ,- |6| < %

-7-

This means that the operator E is a constant electric field

operator with a spectrum

P = 2tk + 6 (17)

Minimal (in modulo) value of this field S^^ /(2H) coin-

cides with CoIonian's constant electric field which he had proposed

in order to reproduce the results of the 9-vacuum introduction in

the Schwinger model. However, he had motivated the existence of this

field with the if^J^-spac© properties and considered 6 as a

parameter. In our approach 6 ts an intrinsic characteristic of the

theory, connected with its topological structure and with the

spectrum of the new vacuum physical variable which describes the

collective rotation of the gauge field in the configuration space.

This allows one to consider such a vacuum degeneration as a field

analogy of the Josephson effect, which also takes place in the

Schwinger model ' .

2. 6-vacuum and composite scalar fields

in the Schwingar nodml

The Schwinger model provides a manifestation of the residual

vacuum dynamics of the Abelian gauge field in two dimensions when

considered in the frames of the minimal quantization method. The

Lagrangian

(IB)

contains a constraint
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GA
= 0 * (19)

After defining variables A^'^fAJ by eq.(9) and t|>Tp?7i4,iJ>J ae

(20)

Lagrangian (IB) takes the following form on the explicit solutions

Ao ' (21)

of the constraint equation (19):

- £ rV V 2 7 -

. 2

The first two terms are what is usually obtained, for example,

in the Coulomb gauge . Note, however, that this resemblance is just

formal because of the transformation properties of the fields

involved eince the main property of variables (4),(9),(20) is their

invariant© under gauge transformations of the initial fields A^, <|>,

and $. The second two terms describe the fertnion interaction with

the topological mode N that has nontrivial consequences.

As bosonization provides an adequate description of two-dimen-

sional field models with fermions ' let us turn to the equivalent

bosonic formulation of the Schwinger model. For the fennion

currents the correspondence relation reads

-9-

J
/2X~

(22)

and for the fennions themselves ' -

= t>xp 0(x)3)

(23)

sxp {-i O(x)J)

where % i o a f r e e massless fermion field and (p and O are massive

and massless scalar fields respectively, the latter being quantized

with an indefinite metric.

The effective bosonic Hamiltonian then reads

H eff = I
(24)

where the ecalar field is a combination of the "primary" field from

(22),(23) and the topological momentum p

~ P

(25)

that is a result of the nontrivial vacuum dynamics of the gauge

field.

Hamiltonian (24) is not invariant under ordinary chiral trans-

formations but under simultaneous transformations of the observable

fields

H

T," =

eff '

- 2N)},

= HT

dx

which might be considered as chiral transformations for the new

composite field <p in the topologically nontrivial theory.
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From such a point of view it is Just the composite field (j) and

not the "primary" one (p that should have a vanishing vacuum

expectation value. Therefore, in the Schwinger nodal we find the

following vacuum structure10

\vac> = exp{~ i 1 p }\O> (26)

with j 0> being th« Fock vacuum for the field (p.

Vacuum (26) ie a coherent state of the observable fields. It

differs from the usual 8-vacuum, the latter providing an averaging

over the vacuum degeneration Just at the state level. Contrary to

this in the case (26) an average over the topological degeneration

is taken only when various physical quantities calculated (i.e. "in

brackets"). Vacuum structure (26) leads to nonvanishing, in prin-

ciple, fermion condensates which depend on 6, preserves clasteri-

zation property and restricts Wilson expansion only to the zero-

Brilluen zone. Mote that in this context any relation of the

vacuum degeneration with the chiral symmetry breaking is missing.

3. The topological ph&ama destructive interference

of two-dimensional fermion fields

Due to relations (20),(23) the Green functions of the model

will be generated by a functional Z with an action

= J \

ftp * 0J}

-11-

where

T) (x> = m(x) Tf(x), f] (x) ( 27 )

' (x) = v[A] X\(x)r Tp (x) = T)fjc> vfA)~

The source functions are modified as compared with the initial

ones T\(x), T)(jfJ because of the transition to gauge invariant

fermion fields through eq.(20),{7). Note, that the vCAJ factor has

been included into the "transverse" source function, which is

possible because of the absence of a dynamical term for the field A

in the resulting Lagrangian.

Thus, only topological phases m(x), m(xf enter explicitly

the generating functional and cannot be "hidden". When vacuum

structure (26) taken into account, this phase factors significantly

change the two-point fermion Green function which now reads

G(x-y) = oxp{-i%thm(x-y) - m(y)>Q, (26)

where Go(x), (x^ a n d ^o(x) are the Green function of a free

masslees fermion field, massive and masslees free scalar fields

respectively (note, that the last two ones extinguish their

infrared divergencies) and by the subscript 6 an average over the

vacuum degeneration is denoted.

The Green function thus derived differs from the known one by

the last factor concerning vacuum degeneration. However, when this

factor omitted, at small p the standard Green function has the

following assymptotic behaviour
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which allows the existence of a particle with the free fermion

quantum numbers in the excitation spectrum that contradicts the

conclusion about a charge screening in the model.

To consider the effect of the last multiplier in (28) let us

introduce an infrared regularization by restricting the space-time

volume

Then the solution of eq.(6) with boundary condition (10) can

be written explicitly

where

=> m((xo\x^) = oxp{-l'k(xo\xJ[)x)}

is a smooth function with integer boundary values

(29)

~>

Though m(x) itself is a smooth function (29), after taking an

average over degeneration it describes, a singularity appears

n=J/2

ir, )>a = l i m -j ) < n | n + i n ! - > = 5
?,0

where 5 r /R 0 i s **** Croneker symbol.

This singularity does not affect the two-current correlator

structure because the phases extinguish each other. There remains

the pole at the point p = o /at, representing the existence of a

massive scalar particle in the spectrum.

At the same time the fermion Green function becomes

-13-

G(p) = lim lim
R, T-*a> J-M»J

y exp{ip(x-y)} G(p)

•n-l/Z s=«

n=-1/2 o=-a>

= lim
S,T- \

exp{ip(x-y)} G(p) 6 = 0

Note that replacing the boundary procedures (removing of the

infrared regularization and taking an average over the degene-

ration) one is left with the old Green function G. However, this

replacement Is inconsistent because of the quantum nature of

topological variable N, as has been mentioned in the previous

section.

The identical vanishing of the fermion Green function due to

the destructive interference of the fermion field topological

phases can be considered as a manifestation of the charge screening

in the Schwinger model.

Concluding

We have considered some two-dimensional field models in the

frames of the minimal quantization method. As a result> the

residual vacuum dynamics of the Abelian gauge field in two

dimensions has been found out and described with a new pair of

canonical variables (topological coordinate and momentum).
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It has been shown that 9-vacuum originates in this nontrivial

topological vacuum dynamics of the Abslian gauge field and has

nothing to do with the chiral symmetry breaking that provides the

existence of a field analogy of the Josephson effect.

As fermion fields in this case acquire topological phase

factors, the fermion Green function is changed due to the

destructive interference of these phases. The identical vanishing

of the latter in the momentum space is considered as a manifes-

tation of the charge screening in two-dimensional masslees

electrodynamics. It is interesting to note that topological

structure of the Schwinger model is similar to the one of the Yang

-Mills field in four-dimensional space-time. Therefore, the topolo-

gical mechanism considered might work in this case too, providing a

basis for the hadronization picture .
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